
X INTERNATIONAL GRAPHIC ARTS PRIZE JESÚS NÚÑEZ 
2015. Conditions 

The Diputacion of A Coruña has announced the X Jesús Núñez International Graphic 
Arts Prize.  This prize is in accordance with the council’s support for artistic creation, 
specifically for the development of graphic art, as well as in recognition of the work 
carried out by “The International Centre for Contemporary Printing” in Betanzos and 
the extensive career of its founder, the artist Jesús Núñez.  
The conditions are as following: 
  
ONE – People over 18 from any nacionality and interested in the field of graphics may 
enter the competition.  Applicants must not have previously entered any other 
competition or one any prize in the five previous editions. 
  
TWO – The following prizes will be awarded: 
*  An indivisible first prize worth 6,500 euros and an exhibition at the CIEC 
Foundation. 
*  There will be two winners of the second place prizes, each consisting of a grant for 
enrolment on one module of the Graphics Master’s degree taught at the CIEC 
Foundation. 
The Diputacion will be able to publish or display the three winning works of art, which 
will remain the Council’s property.  In the same way the Diputacion will be able to 
publish or display those works of art that haven’t won and that they consider to be of 
good quality, with the artist’s previous permission. 
Likewise, the three winners will donate a copy of the prize-winning print to the 
foundation for its collection. 
Those artists who are present at the exhibition will receive three copy of the 
catalogue. 
  
THREE – Each artist will be able to enter a maximum of one piece of art, in any of the 
graphic techniques: tracing, lithography, silk-screen printing, xylography and its 
forms. 
Each work of art must be entered unframed and must include the name and surnames 
of the artist on the back. Paper measurements must not exceed 76 x 112 cm and the 
print size must be a minimum size of 28 x 28 cm. 
The following documentation must be included with the entered piece: 
* The artist’s details:  name and surname, ID card number (or equivalent, such as 
passport, for foreign artists), place and date of birth, telephone number, e-mail, CV, 
which must not be more than one side of an A4 sheet, date and signature. 
* Information about the entered work:  title, date, type of paper, paper 
measurements (height x base), print measurements (height x base) number of 
moulds, number of colours, print runs and name of the printing studio. 
  
FOUR - The date for entering the competition will be from 1-30 June 
2015.  The Pieces of art should be sent to Fundación CIEC, Rua do Castro 2, 15300 
Betanzos, A Coruña, España.  The envelope must also include “X Premio Internacional 
de Arte Gráfico Jesús Nuñez 2015” on the front. 
  
FIVE – The panel of judges will be presided by the President of the Diputacion and will 
be formed by: Mr. Jesús Nuñez, the President of the Commission for Culture, 
Education and Historical-Artistic Heritage and four prestigious experts in the field of 
graphics, who will be named by the president of the Diputacion.  The secretary will be 
a member of the corporation or a civil servant appointed by the president. 
The members of the panel will be made public on the notice board and of the web site 
before they meet, so that, if it is the case, the appropriate appeals may be lodged. 
  



SIX – Participants are obliged to inform the Diputacion of any prizes that the work of 
art may win at the moment they do so. This will lead to exclusion from the 
competition. 
All the judges, will make their decision in one sitting, if possible, simple majority of 
the panel of judges must attend in order for the decision to be valid. (Art. 26.1 
LRJyPAC). 
Deliberations will be secret.  The corresponding official report will be issued. 
The judges cannot declare the competition void. The decision will be taken by the 
Diputacion, which is the appropriate body to concede the prize. 
The judges may select a maximum of 30 works of art that have not won, in order for 
them to be included in an exhibition which will debut at the CIEC Foundation, and will 
later be displayed in different towns in the province, for which the corresponding 
catalogue will be published. 
The judges’ decision will take place in 2015 and will be announced in the press. 
  
SEVEN – Those works of art sent from Spain, that are not selected, will be sent freight 
C.O.D. back to the artists through a courier service; those pieces which have been 
sent from abroad must arrive at the Foundation with post office international reply 
coupons, which should cover the total cost of postage of the piece in its original 
packaging.  If the works of art do not include the coupons, in this case the artists will 
have to state in a written document properly signed no claim over of rights the piece 
of art, which would mean its cession to Diputacion.  
Those works of art that are selected for the exhibition will be returned to the artists 
according to the conditions explained in the previous paragraph at the end of the 
exhibition tour. 
  
EIGHT – The Diputacion of A Coruña wil run with the expenses caused by the work´s 
insurances during the time the are under its control and provided the works are 
withdrawn in the specited time and not later. 
Neither A Coruña City Council nor the CIEC Foundation is responsible for any damage, 
loss, theft, fire, etc that the works of art entered in the competition could experience. 
  
NINE – The participation in this competition involves the total acceptance of these 
bases, and also the Diputacion authorization to include the selected works in the 
catalogue exhibition.  
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